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Whether you are Viennese / Austrian or just
visiting the most beautiful city in the world,
Riding Dinner’s purpose is to create the perfect
all-round experience in Vienna. Of course this is
reflected in our philosophy as well.

"Experience Vienna with all the senses..." - it is
our desire to unite the culinary arts, sights and
Vienna's Fiaker tradition, to convey the cultural
and traditional values of Vienna, and to create
emotions and memories for a lifetime - or just to
say it shortly: “To Experience Vienna with all
senses!"
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About Riding Dinner



Culinary Carriage

Tischkonstruktion & Gläsersystem 

The unique and special tailored
tables with glass holders make
comfortable eating and drinking
possible in such an extraordinary
ambience.

How a Riding Dinner works:

Butlerservice

In our premium offers you will be
accompanied by your personal butler
who will serve all the delicacies directly
into your carriage.
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For groups

We can provide 20 carriages with a
total of 80 people at one time. In one
carriage there is space for 4 persons.

Closeable carriage roof

All of our carriages are like Cabrios -
with only a few steps the roof can be
opened or closed.

So your event will always be weather
proof.

Finest Viennese Delicacies

Typical Viennese dishes, delicacies &
drinks will be provided by our partner
restaurants only with th best quality.
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Our offers
Economy experiences:

Explore the city comfortable by Fiaker and round up your experience with a fine bottle
of Austrian sparkling wine. 

Premium experiences:

With our premium experiences you have the possibility to also enjoy Viennas finest
food like Wiener Schnitzel or Applestrudel directly in your carriage. For this we have
constructed our own tailor made tables with glass holders. A personal butler
accompanies you next to the coachman and takes care of the service as well as the
entertainment of the guests - including stories about the sights.
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PREMIUM OFFERS
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Sparkling 
Sightseeing

40 or 60 minutes city tour

Personal butler & coachman

8 sandwiches, various classics

8 pieces of Viennese Petit Fours, from chocolaty to fruity

1 bottle of 0,7 l Austrian sparkling wine 

Table, glasses & cooler

Included in your package
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€ 299,00 - 40 min
€ 389,00 - 60 min

Price per carriage:

Commission: 15% off package price



Culinary 
Sightseeing

90 minutes city tour

Personal butler & coachman

3-course menu for 2 people

1 bottle 0,7 l Grüner Veltliner - Winery Schmid

1 bottle of mineral water

Table, glasses & cooler

Included in your package:
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€ 499,00 - 2 persons
+ € 60,00 - 3rd & 4th Person 

Price per carriage:

Commission: 15% off package price



Sweet 
Sightseeing

40 minutes city tour
Personal butler & coachman
Viennese Sweets: Kaiserschmarrn or Applestrudel incl. side dishes
1 pot of coffee including milk & sugar
Table & glasses

Included in your package:
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€ 269,00 - 2 persons
+ € 15,00 - 3rd & 4th person 

Price per carriage:

Commission: 15% off package price



Christmas 
Sightseeing

40 or 60 minutes city tour
Personal butler & coachman
8 sandwiches, various classics
Christmas bakery (250 grams)
0.8 l homemade punch after our traditional recipe
Table, Glasses & Cooler
Comfy warm blankets

(only from Dec 1st until Jan 6th)

Panoramic windows in each of our carriages make it
possible to fully enjoy the city's sights.
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Included in your package:

€ 318,00 - 40 min
€ 389,00 - 60 min

Price per carriage:

Commission: 15% off package price



ECONOMY OFFERS
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City
Sightseeing

40 or 60 minutes city tour
Personal coachman
1 bottle of sparkling wine "Kameel Selection

City Sightseeing - 
Winter Edition

40 or 60 minutes city tour
Personal coachman
0.8 l mulled wine (red)
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Included in your package:

Included in your package:

(only from Dec 1st until Jan 6th)

€ 150,00 - 40 min
€ 185,00 - 60 min

Price per carriage:

Commission: 10% off package price

€ 150,00 - 40 min
€ 185,00 - 60 min

Price per carriage:

Commission: 10% off package price



Secrets of the Fiaker

Duration ca. 90 minutes
Tour through the stables
History of the Viennese Fiaker
Morning routine of the coachmen & horses
animal welfare
horse-carriage ride from the stables to the city center

Where do the famous Fiaker come from and where
do they go after their work is done? What does the
coachman's workday look like? These and other
questions will be answered for you with a tour of the
stables and a carriage ride back to the city center of
Vienna! 
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Included in your package:

€ 27,50 
Price per person:

Commission: 10% off package price



Our partners
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In the choice of our Viennese restaurant partners we
have particularly had an eye on presenting the various
facets of the Viennese cuisine. From the sandwich
counter to Viennese traditional restaurants as well as
typical Viennese Cafés, all varieties are presented.



Rates & conditions
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